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Details

● Academic Experience Survey (AES) is an annual survey conducted by the Office 
of the AMS VP Academic and University Affairs, to collect data for lobbying 
purposes.  The survey is produced with the help of Insights West.

● This year is the first year we have included Graduate students in the survey.
● This year’s survey took place between 17 March 2017 and 4 April 2017.
● 2484 people responded to the survey, compared to 1564 last year and 2855 

two years ago.
● This resulted in a margin of error of ±1.97%.
● This presentation shall also be known as “the super big mystery secret from 

June 7th”.



Key Insights



Satisfaction w/ UBC

Students generally feel like they are UBC.



Students think the AMS is aight.



Students have trust issues with us.



A lot of students don’t know what our services are.



Students have some knowledge of our fees.



Students feel safer on campus.



Students have experienced more discrimination on campus. Significantly more.



Please note, that gender discrimination across female students has increased by 9 percentage points.



Family and employment are the means by which most students pay for school now.



Students feel they’re going to rack up a lot of debt.



I am shook at that last statistic.



Lightning round.
The rules are simple. Closest to the actual number without going over wins a 
pack of ramen.  If you guess the exact number, you also get a beer from me in 
the Pit/Gallery afterwards (or food if you’re underage).  GSS reps may guess 
graduate student statistics as well if available.



What is the average (mean) 
amount of money spent on 
textbooks per undergraduate 
student over the past year? 
(Graduate students?)



$814
$501 for graduate students.

Note: Last year, this number was $620.



What percentage of students 
have bought a textbook or course 
resource and never or rarely used 
it throughout the term? (Graduate 
students?)



93%
72% for graduate students.



What percentage of 
undergraduate students have 
ever had to worry about food 
security? (Graduate students?)



45%
34% for graduate students.

Furthermore, 10% of undergraduates and 7% of graduates express concerns 
about food security frequently or often.



What percentage of 
undergraduate students lack a 
fixed, regular, and adequate 
night-time residence? (Graduate 
students?)



18%
9% for graduate students.



What percentage of 
undergraduate students who 
won’t complete a degree in four 
years say that they have to extend 
their degree due to the inability to 
take required courses?



22%



What percentage of 
undergraduate students who 
won’t complete a degree in four 
years say that they have to extend 
their degree due to financial 
reasons?



12%



Next steps

● Daniel and Max will be preparing a report, in coordination with each 
department and councillors, detailing recommendations that the AMS 
should take over the next year based on the statistics that we have 
received in this survey.

● Executives will consider this report and its recommendations when we 
update our goals in October.

● The VP Academic and University Affairs Office will be drafting up an 
internal policy as to how the office will conduct the survey in the future.

● If you have any suggestions/recommendations, please drop by my office 
in NEST 3522 over the next three weeks as we are drafting the report.



Timeline

● July 3rd to July 7th Drafting the Report (Max will have 15 open office hours 
when you can come in and view the data and make suggestions) 

● July 7th Draft Report is Emailed out to Councillors and Department Heads
● July 10th to July 13th Comments and Edits for the Final Report (Max will 

again have 15 open office hours) 
● July 14th Final Report will be Emailed out to Councillors
● July 19th Presentation of Report and Adoption of Recommendations
● Note: If Councillors have many suggestions, edits, or recommendations, 

they’re encouraged to make an appointment to come in (office hours are 
first come, first serve)



Thank you.


